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Abstract 
The study sought to ascertain the key determinants of inflation in Ghana for the past 40 
years. Stylized facts about Ghana's inflation experience indicate that since the country's 
exit from the West African Currency Board soon after independence, inflation 
management has been ineffective despite two decades of vigorous reforms. Using the 
Johansen cointegration test and an error correction model, the paper identified inflation 
inertia, changes in money and changes in Government of Ghana treasury bill rates, as 
well as changes in the exchange rate, as determinants of inflation in the short run. Of 
these, inflation inertia is the dominant determinant of inflation in Ghana. It is therefore 
suggested that to make treasury bill rates more effective as a nominal anchor, inflationary 
expectations ought to be reduced considerably. 
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1. Introduction 

Ghana's inflation experience since independence has been difficult. The first 
f ive yea r s a f t e r i n d e p e n d e n c e , 1 9 5 7 - 1 9 6 2 , saw re l a t ive s tab i l i ty in 
price determination as inflation hovered around a single digit. The 1970s and 

early 1980s, on the other hand, recorded unprecedented macroeconomic instability and 
very high inflation episodes. Indeed inflation exceeded 100% on four occasions between 
July 1977 and March 1983. Ghana embarked on a stabilization policy supported by the 
Bretton Woods Institutions in 1983. but the stabilization appeared to have done very 
little to resolve the persistent high and variable inflation. Over the past 35 years, the 
country has not had an occasion of single-digit inflation; indeed, it has recorded annual 
average inflation rates in excess of 25% in more than half of those years. Sowa (1994) 
among others asserts that inflation has been an albatross of the economic reform 
programme for which no remedy has worked, and ten years on an antidote is yet to be 
found. A conference1 on Ghana involving civil society, government, political parties 
and other stakeholder representatives agreed that Ghana suffers from a chronic inflation 
problem. Additionally, in a recent study by Catoa and Terrones (2003), Ghana was cited 
as one of the top 25 countries in the world with high inflation levels. 

The question that comes to mind after considering these issues concerns factors that 
adequately explain inflation in Ghana. Relatedly, is there an economically interpretable 
long-run relationship among general prices, output, interest rate, money and the exchange 
rate? And lastly, how has the impact of inflation unfolded over the years? The primary 
concern of the present research effort is to model inflation processes in Ghana. The 
specific objectives are to build an econometric model that adequately explains inflation 
in Ghana; to identify the relative importance of these factors; and to ascertain the presence 
or otherwise of an economically interpretable long-run relationship between general 
prices, output, interest rate, money and exchange rate. 

Different views both empirical and theoretical have emerged in the literature as far 
as the modelling of inflation is concerned. The monetary approach stresses the relationship 
that exists between money supply and prices. Monetarists therefore argue for policies 
that aim at curbing money supply whether domestic or foreign. The second approach 
analyses structural and cost-push factors. The structuralist dwells on structural factors -
such as whether the market works and cost-related pressures including import prices. 
Yet another group emphasize that monetary expansion occurs in response to misalignment 
or imbalances and that monetary expansion is itself a reflection of other elemental causes 
such as fiscal imbalances; this constitutes the public finance approach and is essentially 
a variant of the structuralist. Debate about the causes of inflation in the literature is 
therefore generally between the monetarist and the structuralist. 

1 
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Following Harberger's (1963) seminal work on price determination in Chile, the 
monetarist model formed the theoretical framework of many empirical analysis of 
inflation in developing countries (see Bhalla, 1981; Sani, 1982). Edgenet al. (1969) and 
Parkin (1977) affirmed that the monetary model was unworkable as a representation of 
small open economies with fixed exchange rate regimes. In order to render the monetarist 
model more realistic and workable, certain adjustments such as the incorporation of 
cost-push factors to make the model more consistent with the purchasing power parity 
(PPP) approach have been recommended. Harberger and others have made changes in 
the standard monetary approach to account for financial repression and underdeveloped 
financial markets using past inflation rate as a proxy of the cost of holding cash. Sani 
(1982) also introduces the growth rate of import prices into the model. An adjustment of 
the standard monetary model is also effected with the inclusion of import price and the 
relative price of food to account for food supply shocks. Bhalla's 1981 paper applied the 
basic and adjusted monetary models to 29 developing countries for the period 1956— 
1975; a real activity model was also applied in the explanation of inflation via aggregate 
demand and price expectations. The basic monetarist model outperformed the real activity 
model; nonetheless, the adjusted monetary model performed best. 

Chhibber (1992) applied a model that was a fusion of the monetarist and cost-push 
features to a small number of African economies. In the study inflation was given as a 
weighted average of inflation for traded goods, non-traded goods and controlled price 
goods. The resulting Chhibber model was found to be more general and involving than 
the one espoused by Bhalla (1981) and Sani (1982). One other interesting study aimed 
at explaining inflation is that by Lim and Papi (1997). This paper analysed price 
determination within the broad construction of a multi-sector macroeconomic model. 
The paper assumed the economy was represented by four sectors - goods, money, external 
markets and labour markets. Whereas long-run price formation was thought to be 
determined by the equilibrium in the goods market, the short-run dynamic model of 
inflation was made of the core long-run price model adjusted for the market disequilibrium 
terms in the other three. The study revealed that even though the monetary variable 
played an important role in determining inflation in Turkey, public sector deficit and 
inertial factors were equally quantitatively important in explaining the inflation processes. 

The literature on inflation in Ghana is limited. The few available papers were mostly 
conducted during the economic reforms of the early 1980s and 1990s. Nonetheless, the 
limited amount of work can still be catalogued on the basis of the monetarist and 
structuralist paradigms. Bawumia and Atta-Mensah (2003), using a vector error correction 
forecasting (VECF) model, conclude that inflation was a monetary phenomenon in Ghana. 
Their paper does not explore the potential for real factors in price determination. 
Dordunoo (1994) observes that rapid exchange rate depreciation and resultant hikes in 
import prices were in themselves inflationary. In contrast, a school of thought championed 
by Chhibber and Shaffik (1991) holds the view that since most prices with the exception 
of petroleum prices were transacted at the parallel exchange rate, depreciation of the 
official exchange rate could not have affected inflation significantly. 

Chhibber and Shaffik (1991) demonstrated that devaluation was indeed anti-
inflationary. Their study used three transmission mechanisms, fiscal/monetary, cost-
push factors and other real factors. These were represented in a single framework. 
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Draw ing on the defined framework, and using the Walrasian approach, they generated a 
model of inflation process consisting of wage-push, exchange rate related costs and 
their accompanying markups over costs. The markup was made a function of excess 
money supply. Thus an all-encompassing model of exchange rate, monetary and fiscal 
factors as well as real factors as explanatory variables was estimated. Among other 
things, the paper pointed out that inflation in Ghana was mostly a monetary phenomenon. 
The presence of real factors in the model by way of monetary factors (a la Walras) may 
probably have reduced the full effect of the real factors and possibly led to an 
overestimation of the real monetary effect in the price determination. Sowa and Kwakye 
(1991) support this assertion. 

Those of the structuralist school have critiqued the monetarist explanation of the 
persistently high and variable inflation particularly during the years of the economic 
reforms (Sowa and Kwakye, 1991; Sowa, 1994; CEPA, 1996). The structuralists argue 
that real factors that constitute supply-side constraints explain Ghana's inflationary 
experience better than any other factors. The thrust of Sowa and Kwakye's attempt at 
explaining the country's inflationary experience for the period 1963-1989 fails to compare 
the pre- and post-reform periods, yet that was stated as one of the objectives of the 
study. These authors had in their inflation equation regressors such as money, output 
exchange rate and price expectations, but their model did not capture the short-run 
dynamics inherent in the inflation process. Nevertheless, the study concluded that inflation 
in Ghana was due to both real and monetary shocks. It also acknowledged the dominance 
of supply-side factors in explaining inflation in the Economic Recovery Programme 
(ERP) era. The authors concluded that output pressures on the economy far outweighed 
monetary pressures. Contrary to the position taken by Chhibber and Shaffik (1991), 
Sowa and Kwakye maintained that exchange rate devaluation had a positive effect on 
inflation as underscored by a later study by Durdonoo (1994). On the weaknesses of the 
paper, one would have expected that structural differences between the pre-ERP and 
ERP period would be ascertained so as to throw light on whether there was any structural 
shift in the inflation determinants over the two periods. 

Sowa (1994, 1996) also estimated an inflation equation for Ghana using data spanning 
the years 1963 to 1990, thus covering the period of economic deterioration and economic 
reforms. Carried out with the aid of an error correction model, unlike Sowa and Kwakye 
(1991) and other earlier studies, Sowa brought to the fore some short-run dynamics that 
were missing from previous studies on inflation in Ghana. However, in the long-run 
specification of the model for price determination, he dropped interest rale as an 
independent variable, arguing that in other studies (such as Adam et al., 1996) it had 
been found to be statistically insignificant as an explanatory variable. 

Yet, the importance of the level of inflation rate as a macroeconomic indicator cannot 
be overemphasized. Adequate knowledge of the factors that determine inflation in any 
given economy is crucial if exchange rate, monetary and fiscal policies are to be effectual 
in controlling inflation (Atta et al., 1996). Unfortunately, the management of inflation 
in Ghana over the years, especially since the early 1970s, has been ineffective. High 
inflation has rendered the cost of loanable funds prohibitive. Subsequent high interest 
rates have in turn prevented productive sectors of the economy from accessing finance 
for growth and development (FIAS, 2002). 
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The present study covers a span of time during which a number of economic policies 
were pursued, including those under the aegis of the World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) economic reform programmes. There have also been a number of 
internal and external shocks that together had a negative impact on inflation. The few 
available studies on inflation in Ghana were conducted in the early to middle 1990s 
(Sowa, 1996, 1994; Sowa and Kwakye, 1991; Chhibber and Shaffik, 1991). Recent 
studies relating to inflation in Ghana have been mostly part of multi-country efforts and 
have thus been broad strokes and less focused (see Catoa and Terrones, 2003; Loungani 
and Swagel, 2001; Braumann, 2000). 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the second section reviews some of the 
stylized facts about inflation in Ghana over the period 1960-2003. Section Three presents 
a discussion of the methodology adopted for the empirical analysis, followed by the 
results of the empirical analysis in Section Four. The last section considers the conclusions 
and policy implications of the study. 



2. Ghana's inflation experience: Some 
stylized facts 

A good appreciation of the inflationary experience in Ghana during a period in 
which the country witnessed both volatile and stable growth certainly requires 
an assessment of the proximate causes of the phenomenon. The discussion 

here begins with a descriptive analysis of the structure and composition of consumer 
price index (CPI) baskets for the past 30 years. This section of the paper also attempts to 
assess trends in the relevant monetary and fiscal policy variables over the period 1960— 
2003. We dwell on the movements in inflation, on the one hand, and monetary growth, 
exchange rate depreciation and fiscal deficit, on the other. The other variables whose 
trends are presented are interest rate and GDP growth. Finally, the section discusses the 
possible role of political business cycles in the inflation processes in Ghana and attempts 
to proffer reasons for any relationship with select key fiscal and monetary variables in 
Ghana over the study period. 

Structure and composition of consumer price index 

Over the last 30 years the composition and structure of the basket of goods and 
services that determines inflation has seen some marked changes. The apparent 

dominance of the weight of food and beverage prices in the CPI basket has remained 
largely unchanged (see Table 1). This situation lends credence to the key role of agriculture 
in price formation in the country. Historically, good harvests have tended to dampen 
inflationary pressures and vice versa. 

Table 1: Comparison of weights in the consumer price index, 1977 and 1997 

Commodity 1997=100 1977=100 Change 
in weight 

Food and beverages 51.9 49.2 5% 
Alcohol and tobacco 3.6 6.2 -42% 
Clothing and footwear 9.6 19.2 -50% 
Housing and utilities 9.2 6.8 35% 
Household goods, operations and services 7.3 5.1 43% 
Medical care and health expenses 4.3 1.8 139% 
Transport and communications 6.5 4.3 51% 
Recreation, entertainment, education and cultural services 4.9 5.5 -11% 
Miscellaneous 2.7 1.9 42% 
Combined 100.0 100.0 

Source: Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) data files, Accra. 

5 
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As suggested by the table, the importance of food prices has not reduced at all; if 
anything it has rather increased in importance albeit marginally (from 49.2% in the 
1970s to 51.9% in the 1990s and 2000s). An important structural change can be observed 
in costs of medical care and other health expenses, however, which recorded a 139% 
increase in weight. Escalation in health cost in the basket can be attributed to the pay as 
you f>o system of health care financing that emphasized full cost recovery at the point of 
service. 

Another important structural shift occurred in transport and communication (51%); 
changes in the weight of this component of the CPI are an indication of the significance 
that fuel price is assuming in the inflation process. Also noteworthy is clothing and 
footwear, where the weight reduced from a high of 19.2% in the 1970s to less than 10% 
in the 1990s (Table 1). Probably the massive influx of second-hand clothing, which 
appears to be cheap, may have reduced the budget on clothing; the side effect, however, 
has been the collapse of the textile industry. 

Evolution of Ghana's episodic inflation experiences, 
1 9 6 0 - 2 0 0 3 

Inflation experience in Ghana from independence to 2003 can be characterized as 

episodic. Indeed, four distinct episodes can be isolated: the immediate post-
independence period, which was up to 1966; immediate post-Nkrumah (1966-1972); 
the deterioration phase (1972—1982); and the most recent period (1982-2003), which 
we have termed the stabilization inflationary experience. 

The first inflation episode began shortly after the exit of the country from the West 
African Currency Board (WACB) and lasted until the overthrow of the Nkrumah 
administration in February 1966. The period preceding the episode was tranquil as far 
as inflation developments were concerned because of the existence of the currency board, 
which had been estaftl'islicd'in Tiie froard'issued'its first' notes and'coins in f§46 
and these remained legal tender in the four British colonies of West Africa (Ghana, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone and The Gambia) until 1957 when Ghana opted out. By construct, 
the currency board had no control of discretionary monetary policy and as a result market 
forces determined money supply in Ghana and the other three countries. Consequently, 
the Ghanaian government financed its spending solely by taxing or borrowing and not 
by printing of money to fuel inflation. 

Upon attainment of self-rule in 1957, the Nkrumah administration embarked on a 
massive industrialization drive unprecedented in the history of the country. Very high 
investment in infrastructure and the creation of import substitution industries on a large 
scale across the length and breadth of the country in no small measure contributed to the 
heating-up of the economy. The objective was to catapult the Ghanaian economy into 
the rank of the modern world in the shortest possible time. Alongside the industrial 
expansion was the institution of a far-reaching social welfare benefit system. This included 
free and often greatly subsidized social services (i.e., education, health and housing). 
The heavy public investment coupled with expenditure on social services was based on 
the likelihood of the continuation of the post-war boom in commodity prices and the 
sustained heavy taxation of the cocoa crop. Even when the commodity market collapsed 
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and the accumulated surpluses were eroded, the high investment thrust was maintained, 
but bankrolled with deficit financing and loans from overseas. Nkrumah's expansionary 
fiscal and monetary policies were possible because the stricture offered by the erstwhile 
West African Currency Board was no longer in place. During the currency board years 
inflation was in single digits. Indeed, in the currency board years inflation rates were 
typically estimated at less than 1%. Between 1960 and 1963, however, inflation averaged 
8% per annum, then more than doubled to 23c/r per annum between 1964 and 1966. 

The army overthrow of Nkrumah's socialist administration in February 1966 marked 
the beginning of the immediate post-Nkrumah inflation episode. The National Liberation 
Council (NLC) government formed by the military entered into a standby arrangement2 

with the IMF. As part of the macroeconomic stabilization programme the government 
embarked on efforts to cool down the economy. Among the key measures was a drive to 
liberalize external trade, and tighten monetary and fiscal policies. Nkrumah's public 
investment programme was curtailed considerably. The new government withdrew from 
the hitherto extensive state engagement in the productive sectors of the economy. A 
notable pursuit of the period was the devaluation of the cedi by 30% against the US 
dollar and a massive retrenchment exercise in the public sector that saw 10% of the 
wage-labour force going home3(Hutchful, 2002). The combined effect of the fiscal and 
monetary policies led to an 8% deflation in 1967 (see Figure I), the only deflation 
recorded in the recent economic history of the country. Between 1967 and 1969 inflation 
averaged 2.3% per annum. It is important to note, however, that the very low rates of 
inflation of the first stabilization episode rather considerably dampened economic growth. 

Figure 1: Trends in CPI inflation, 1960-2003 

The civilian administration of the Progress Party (PP) government that succeeded 
the NLC further deepened the liberalization policies of the previous government but 
attempted to loosen the grip on fiscal policy. Drawing on the accumulated foreign reserves 
and loans contracted on the back of the goodwill enjoyed by the country, the PP 
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government pursued an economic stimulation programme - albeit cautiously - by 
increasing capital and recurrent expenditures. The government also encouraged the private 
sector by playing a facilitating role. Inflation was still kept in check despite the relatively 
loose fiscal policies because monetary policy was still contractionary in orientation, but 
from a trough of 3% inflation surged to 10% in 1970. Economic policies of the regime 
supported import supplies that in turn led to impressive output growth. Commodity 
prices tumbled in 1971, however, and the government went down with them. The 
subsequent Busia government's attempt to contain the economic impact of the commodity 
price collapse by putting together an austerity budget that sought to cut back on 
expenditures and also institute additional revenue measures became very unpopular. 
IMF prevailed on the government to devalue the currency by 44%. Additionally, the 
government on its own levied an additional tax of 10-20% on some foreign exchange 
transactions the following month, thus creating a certain degree of devaluation. In 
January 1972 the government was kicked out by the military again. 

When the National Redemption Council4(NRC) led by Acheampong overthrew the 
Busia administration, economic policy direction was largely reversed. The cedi was 
first revalued by 42% and the controls on external trade were reinstated (ostensibly to 
reverse the devaluation by the previous administration). 

The austere economic measures put in place by the Busia regime were eased. The 
development levy of 7% imposed by the previous administration was scrapped, whilst 
benefits and some allowances withdrawn from civil and public servants were restored. 
It is argued that the 1972-1978 period saw the most reckless expansionary economic 
policy stance ever in the history of the country. The balance of payments position, which 
had improved as a result of very high gold and cocoa prices in 1971/72, was eroded by 
Ihc first oil price shock of 1973. In the face of the shortfall in government finances, the 
gap in the budget was plugged with heavy borrowing from the central bank. Deficit 
financing through printing of money led to an inflation spiral. The deficit ballooned 
from 17 million cedis (0) in 1971 when the army came in, to 0781 million in 1977, while 
total money supply climbed to over 500% cumulatively over the period (Hutchful, 2002). 
As a result of the extremely high money supply and deficit levels, inflation rose to an all 
time high of 117% by 1977. In a bid to forestall a deepened inflationary crisis extensive 
price control mechanisms were introduced. Akuffo's Supreme Military Council II (SMC 
II) regime, which overthrew the Acheampong's administration (i.e.. the SMC I, hitherto 
NRC) in a palace coup, devalued the national currency by 58% in pursuit of a short-
term (one-year) standby agreement with the IMF. The SMC II's demonetization effort 
pruned money outside the banking system by one-third. Overall, however, the reform 
programme was largely unsuccessful, as the government could not carry out all the 
required prescriptions of the IMF. Rawlings overthrew the SMC II government in June 
1979 but handed over to a civilian elected government in three months after an election 
won by Liman's party, the People's National party (PNP). The Liman administration 
also embarked on expansionary economic policies. Notably, public sector wages were 
tripled over night whilst the producer price for cocoa was also doubled. A wavering and 
incoherent policy stance of the regime did little to bring sanity to the economy. Rawlings 
came back in December 1981 in a second military coup, 27 months after the first one. 
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In sum. the inflationary experience in most of the period 1972-1982 was largely due 
to expansionary fiscal and loose monetary policies. In addition to a weak production 
base and subsequent low output, the fortunes on the world commodities market also 
influenced the inflationary trend in quite significant ways as indicated earlier. 
One other important observation was the attempt at using controls (i.e., fixed exchange 
rate, import licensing, and administered prices for goods and services) to hold down 
inflation. 

The fourth inflation episode was occasioned by a combination of unfavourable 
conditions both man-made and natural. The price distortions of the late 1970s and an 
almost dysfunctional economic system forced the second Rawlings administration to 
adopt an IMF and World Bank supported programme. By 1982, the deficit had been 
restrained and financed using non-inflationary measures; money supply growth, which 
averaged 64% in 1981, was brought down to 24% by 1982. Other non-orthodox measures 
were pursued, including the seizure of 50-cedi notes and bank balances of 050,000 or 
more pending investigations, as well as a relentless war against tax defaulters. Zeal to 
restore the health of the economy notwithstanding, the absence of a well thought out 
medium-term economic programme brought to naught efforts to kick-start the economy. 
The worse was yet to come in 1983. Nigeria cut off crude oil exports to Ghana and also 
expelled over 1 million illegal Ghanaian migrants. The rain failed and the ensuing drought 
engendered widespread bushfires that devastated both cocoa and food crop production, 
thereby pushing the country into famine. It was against this background of economic 
malaise that the IMF and World Bank programme was adopted in April 1983. The high 
inflation rate of 123% recorded in 1983 was due in part to the devaluation of the cedi by 
a whopping 991%, from 02.75 to 030 to the US dollar. 

The set of policy measures for the reforms centred on three main phases or milestones. 
The stage one Economic Recovery Programme I (1983-1986) constituted a stabilization 
package aimed at first reducing inflation and fostering external balance. The second 
component of the package was directed at removing the distortions in the incentive 
structure and thereby facilitating production as well as restoring broken down social 
and economic infrastructure. During ERP II (July 1987—July 1990), the structural 
adjustment phase of the programme was undertaken. The emphasis here was to deepen 
further the reforms of the previous phase and to make good the weaknesses in the economy 
particularly in the area of institutions. Period average inflation came down from 50% 
per annum in the early reform years to 27% for 1987-1993. The third phase of the 
reform years could be described as the accelerated growth phase (1993-2000). 
Macroeconomic targets included 8% growth and the reduction of inflation to 5% by 
2000, among others. The targets not withstanding, over the entire period of the reforms, 
1983-2000, inflation averaged 34% per annum. Even though there were occasions when 
inflation was brought down (to as low as 10% in 1985), these could not be sustained. 
Hence, it would be fair to state that over the reform period inflation management was 
clearly an unsuccessful enterprise. 
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Persistence of inflationary spells 

Dornbusch and Fisher 's (1993) f ramework is adopted for describing the persistence 
of inflation in Ghana over the study period. As in Dornbusch and Fisher, our 

descriptive analysis addresses three key questions: How persistent has inflation in Ghana 
been over the years? For the moderate inflation episodes, where did the country come 
from? And lastly, where did Ghana go from the moderate inflation spell? An analysis of 
the degree or extent of inflation persistence is important in isolating the periodic supply-
shock induced inflation episodes in ascertaining the causes of the persistence. 

Clear patterns of moderate inflation can be observed in Table 2, which identifies 
four such episodes since 1960. The earlier moderate inflationary episode witnessed in 
the last three years of the post-independence administration of Kwame Nkrumah (1964-
1966) preceded a period of low inflation (i.e., average period inflation rate of 8.7%). 
From the first moderate inflationary regime the country again drifted back into a relatively 
lower inflationary spell, during which inflation averaged 2.3% per annum for three 
years. 

Table 2: Episodes of persistent moderate inflation since 1960 

Average period inflation 

Period of moderate During the period Three years before Three years after 
inflation" period period 

1964-1966 22.7 8.7 2.3 
1973-1975 22.0 7.7 81.7 
1986-1991 27.2 57.7 20.0 
2000-2002 25.7 18.7 n/a 

Note: n/a - not available 

a. Following Dornbusch and Fisher (1993) we define moderate inflation as annual inflation rate of 15 - 30% 
for at least 3 consecutive years. 
Source: Author's computations based on data from World Bank's World Development Indicators, 2004. 

The moderate inflation experienced during a period of vigorous macroeconomic 
reforms was incidentally the longest (1986-1991), most persistent moderate inflation 
spell ever experienced. The episode lasted six years, during which inflation averaged 
27% per annum, with period average of the three preceding years reaching a high of 
58% per annum (in 1984-1986). The 2000s began with another moderate inflation episode 
with a period average of 25.7% having come f rom inflationary experience where the 
three-year period average was 18.7%. Unlike other countries that did not stay in moderate 
inflationary spells for long (see Dornbusch and Fisher, 1993), Ghana appears to have 
been saddled with persistent moderate inflation for far too long. 

Trends in output growth 

Trends in G D P growth over the past 43 years exhibit periods of both volatility and 
stability. G D P performance in the 1960s to the pre-reform period (prior to 1982) 

displayed significant ups and downs, with the country recording negative growth rates 
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in certain instances (1965. 1971 and 1974). On the other hand, the period of reforms saw 
stability of grow th consistently for more than 20 years (see Figure 2). Significantly, the 
two periods could also be described as periods where economic orientation was either 
towards interventionist or laissez-faire leanings. The reform period of stable economic 
growth was associated with a liberal economic management paradigm, whereas the pre-
reform years were periods w here government controlled the commanding heights of the 
economy. 

Years 

The paradox of Ghana's economic growth, however, is that during the period of 
steady growth inflation largely remained persistent and high in most years and at best 
moderate. Attempts to tame inflationary pressures, particularly over a period of strong 
reforms, were patently unsuccessful. 

Trends in inflation and monetary policy variables 

A p a r t from the surge in money supply recorded in 1964 (37%), until 1971 money 
supply growth was barely more than 15% per annum. For the period 1972-1992, 

however, money supply growth was high and volatile. During the years of the Economic 
Recovery Programme (ERP), growth in money supply ironically persisted at an even 
higher pitch. The period average rate of growth in money supply was 43% per annum. 
The period 1992-2002 recorded somewhat of a slowdown in money supply from the 
pre-ERP levels as money growth levelled to 38% per annum. 

Monetary authorities in Ghana have grappled with but failed to bring money supply 
under control. Indeed, its management has been as elusive as that aimed at inflation 
control. Generally, money supply has followed the trajectory of inflation performance 
(see Figure 3). Even though peaks in inflation have not exactly coincided with peaks in 
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money supply, the two variables have by and large tended to bunch together. Interestingly, 
the high growth in money supply in the ERP years has stemmed f rom different sources. 
Unlike the pre-reform years, most of the changes came f rom changes in net foreign 
asset component (NFA) of broad money (Sowa, 1996). In the main, a good part of the 
NFA is used to acquire imported inputs for local production. It is therefore probable that 
the surge in prices as a result of increases in NFA may have been neutralized by increases 
in domestic output. Therefore, the effect of the increases in the NFA component of 
broad money supply may or may not have contributed to the moderate to high inflationary 
episodes witnessed in Ghana. 

Figure 3: Trends in inflation and money and quasi-money growth, 1960-2002 

Years 

Exchange rate 
Generally, exchange rate depreciation (or devaluation) and inflation in Ghana have tended 
to move together, as shown in Figure 4. In most instances depreciation rate traced the 
trajectory or lagged the course of inflation, hence indicating a strong relationship between 
the two economic phenomena. Over the period under discussion there were four major 
devaluations of the currency to the US dollar (i.e., 1967, 1971, 1978 and 1983). Each 
devaluation led to a sharp rise in inflation. 

Trends in inflation and interest rates 
The interest rate regime over the years can be characterized by two distinct subperiods. 
Apart f rom brief periods between 1960 and 1983, interest rate was mostly negative in 
real terms. The post reform years, on the contrary, were mostly characterized by positive 
real interest rate regimes with the exception 1990, 1996 and 2001. See Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: Trends in nominal exchange rate depreciation, 1960-2003 

Years 

Figure 5: Annual average nominal interest rates and inflation, 1960-2003 

Years 
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Fiscal policy and inflation 

Graphical representations of fiscal imbalance and inflation movements do not appear 
to suggest a very strong relationship. (See Figure 6.) It is important to note, however, 

that peaks in fiscal imbalance in the post-reform period moved quite closely with inflation 
over the years. 

Figure 6: Fiscal deficits and inflation, 1960-2003 

Years 

Political business cycles and inflation in Ghana 

Taming the high and variable inflation rates in Ghana has been one of the major 
preoccupations of successive governments, but the solution to the problem remains 

elusive.s I lere we explore the political economy dimension of the high and variable inflation 
phenomenon by considering the possibility of political business cycle influences in the 
inflationary processes in the country. Political economy literature identifies two theories 
that explain economic management approaches with respect to expansionary monetary 
and fiscal policies prior to elections and contractionary stance after elections. The two 
basic theories are the opportunistic political business cycle (OPBS) and the rational 
partisan business cycle (RPBC). The common thread running through these theories is 
that rational actors pursue policies that are in their best interest (Drazen, 2000; Spanakos, 
2001). 

Block (2002 ). drawing on cross-country evidence from Africa, concluded that political 
business cycles were present in the growing democracies of Africa including Ghana. 
The panel data Block used isolate purposively timed interventions in five monetary and 
fiscal policy variables in a panel of 44 countries. His work conforms with the theory of 
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rational opportunistic political business cycles. Given the persistent nature of inflation in 
Ghana, a careful consideration of influences of political business cycles in inflation modelling 
may be worth exploring. Even though earlier experiments with democratic governance -
and by extension general elections - have been few and far between, the 1990s saw the 
establishment of a more enduring democratic culture in the country. In the period under 
discussion (1960-2003) there have been five general elections, three of them since the 
1990s. a period of economic reforms (see Table 3). 

Table 3: Economic orientation of successive governments in Ghana, 1960-2003 

Administration/Leader Type of government Period of regime Economic orientation 

CPP, Nkrumah Constitutional 1954--1966 Socialist 
NLC, Brig. Afrifa Unconstitutional 1966--1969 Reforms* 
PP, Busia Constitutional 1969--1972 Liberalization 
NHC/SMC, Gen. Acheampong Unconstitutional 1972--1978 Socialist 
SMC II, Gen. Akuffo Unconstitutional 1978--1979 Liberalization 
AFRC, Rawlings Unconstitutional 1979--1979 N/A" 
PNP, Liman Constitutional 1979--1981 Attempt at liberalization 
PNDC, Rawlings Unconstitutional 1982--1992 Liberalization 
NDC, Rawlings Constitutional 1992--1996 Liberalization 
NDC, Rawlings Constitutional 1996--2000 Liberalization 
NPP, Kufour Constitutional 2000--2004 Liberalization 
NPP, Kufour Constitutional 2004- Liberalization 

* Stabilization and a standby arrangement with the IMF. 
** Short lived; no economic policy was implemented. This was essentially a "housecleaning" government 
aimed at stamping out corruption. 
Source: Author's own compilation. 

Pre-election experiences with the variable performances of monetary and fiscal policies 
have been less than satisfactory. Haynes (1995) observes that the difficult economic 
reforms carried out in the early 1980s with much vigour probably could not have been 
possible in a period of democratic politics. In most pre-election years trade unions and 
other constituencies in the country have sought to hold governments to ransom. 
Governments in their own right have also been disposed to ensure that the electorate 
was not disgruntled. In the year preceding the 1992 general elections, for example, civil 
servants managed to obtain an 80% increment in wages, thus pushing the wage bill to 
8% of GDP (see Hutchful, 2002). Moreover, since the coming into force of the 4th 
Republic constitution that ushered the country into the present multi-party constitutional 
era, successive administrations have maintained very low ex-pump petroleum prices 
during election years even in the face of world market price escalations, only lo increase 
the price after elections. These huge petroleum price increments6 are thought to have 
contributed to the high inflation episodes over the years. 

Overall budget balance, which averaged -0.4% of GDP in the reform years increased 
more than tenfold during the first election in the 4th Republic (i.e., 1992). In the 1996 
elections, overall budget balance as a percentage of GDP rose7 to -5.27% and worsened" 
further to -8.5% at the end of the 2000 election year. Expenditure as a proportion of 
GDP has also been very high in each election year compared with the average for the 
reform period. See Table 4. From an expenditure/GDP ratio of 12.6% in the reform 
years, it deteriorated to 18% for the 1992 election year and to 25% in the 2000 election 
year. 
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics for selected macroeconomic variables 

Macroeconomic indicator Period average 1992 1996 2000 
1984-1991 

Claims on governments, etc. (annual growth as % of M2) 42.5 34.7 21.4 49.5 
Current account balance (% of GDP) -2.5 -5.9 -4.7 -7.8 
GDP growth (annual %) 5.2 3.9 4.6 3.7 
Inflation, consumer prices (annual %) 38.8 10.1 46.6 25.2 
Money and quasi money growth (annual %) 43.8 52.3 39.2 54.2 
Overall budget balance, including grants (% of GDP) -0.4 -5.2 -8.5 
Subsidies and other current transfers (% of total expenditure) 12.7 19.9 5.87 
Tax revenue (% of GDP) 10.5 10.8 16.5 16.1 

Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators, 2004. 

From the foregoing it can be argued that political business cycles appear to be evident 
in macroeconomic management in the country over the past two decades. However, the 
question of whether these cycles help in explaining the experiences of inflation 
management is an issue that the empirical component of the present paper intends to 
examine. 
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other form of inflation model represented in the system is based on the law of one price. 
The assumption here is that the law of one price holds for tradeable goods: in other 
words foreign inflation influences domestic inflation (Moser, 1995). Thus, the requirement 
for the monetarist model is that the error correction term from the monetary sector 
enters Equation 3 significantly and for the law of one price, the error correction term 
from the external sector enters significantly. Another way of looking al the role of the 
external sector in driving inflation is to consider the relative price between non-tradeable 
and tradeable goods and their deviation from the equilibrium (see Durevall and Ndung'u, 
1999, for a discussion of the relationship). 

Data and unit root tests 

All the data series were quarterly in nature and they span the period 1960.1 to 2003.4. 

The consumer price index, CP1 was the general price variable in the analysis. Money 
plus quasi money (M2+) in billion cedis was used to account for money stock with 
exchange rate as local currency units per one US dollar. We defined the interest rate 
series as the Government of Ghana three-month treasury bill discount rate; this was 
used as a proxy for the opportunity cost of holding money. GDP figures were used to 
represent output. Unlike the other series. GDP was an annual series that was interpolated 
to obtain a quarterly series. The weighted average wholesale price of Ghana's major 
trading partners was considered as a proxy for foreign prices. The terms of trade variable, 
tot, was also defined as the relative price of the country's major exports to imports. The 
stylized facts of the previous section discuss certain key features of the performance of 
inflation and some of the other variables under discussion. 

Possible seasonality in the data series is addressed by including centred seasonal 
dummies in the estimated models. The standard augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit 
root tests suggested that all the variables were non-stationary in levels. Like Sacerdoti 
and Xiao (2001), we found that the real exchange rate was not stationary, thus indicating 
that the strong version of the purchasing power parity hypothesis is not confirmed in the 
sample. See Appendix Table Al for results of unit root tests. It is noted, however, that 
the standard ADF test may not be appropriate in the presence of seasonality in the 
series. 

Empirical estimation 

Following the formulation of the hypothesis that two long-term relationships exist, 
there are two options open for estimation. One is a composite system that includes 

all variables (in, p, y, q, e, tot, 91) of the two subsystems relating to equations 1 and 2. 
The other approach is to estimate the two subsystems separately. However, empirical 
work has established that large vector autoregression models are inherently difficult to 
estimate and that when many variables are included in a VAR, interpreting the 
cointegrating space becomes burdensome (Juselius, 1992). This paper therefore follows 
attempts at deriving long-run relationships from sectoral VARs (Juselius, 1992; Metin, 
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1995; Sekinc, 2001). Rather than testing the existence of cointegrating vectors from the 
full matrix (I~I) represented by equations 1 and 2, the system is decomposed into two 
subsystems (i.e., 11, and n J representing the money and external markets. 

The error correction terms in the two identified vectors representing the long-run 
relationships for the monetary and external sectors are then entered into the short-run 
inflation model. Studies that have used similar approach at modelling inflation in Africa 
have been Durevall and Ndung'u (1999) for Kenya, Nachega (2001) for Uganda, and 
Sacerdoti and Xiao (2001) for Madagascar. On the other hand, Jonsson (1999) used the 
composite approach in studying inflation in South Africa among other issues. The sectoral 
approach can also be seen as adding identifying restrictions to the full system, hence the 
approach permits the analysis of the short-run dynamics within the context of the full 
system (Sacerdoti and Xiao, 2001). In this study we follow these previous approaches 
to partitioning the VAR. 

A vector of endogenous variables x integrated of order 1(1) can be tested for 
cointegration by estimating the VAR encompassing the endogenous variables. The 
Johansen cointegration analysis is performed on the unrestricted VAR using a maximum 
likelihood estimator (Johansen, 1988). The objective is to estimate the long-run matrix 
r , and subsequently determine its rank, which also indicates the number of cointegrating 
vectors in the VAR. The matrix T can then be factorized as r = aft • Whilst /3 is a matrix 
of cointegrating vectors (r), a is a matrix of factor loadings. A vector identification 
problem arises if r >1 . The problem is addressed by imposing restrictions on the 
parameters in the a and f3 matrixes. It is only after the identification of the long-run 
vector that meaningful economic interpretation can be assigned to the relationship. 

Monetary sector 
The estimation was undertaken with a VAR encompassing lags on prices, money, output 
and interest rate. Also included in the VAR were a constant, centred seasonal dummies 
and four impulse dummies to account for prominent outliers.9 Following insights from 
the stylized facts discussed earlier, another dummy was included to account for political 
business cycles. The political business cycle dummy took on the value of unity in pre-
election"1 years and zero otherwise. All the deterministic variables entered the VAR in 
an unrestricted way. 

A system reduction exercise was undertaken to obtain system specification test 
information to help decide the most appropriate lag length. Since quarterly data were 
used, we began the estimation with lag four. First we ascertained the significance of the 
individual variables in the VAR and found that all of them were significant save the 
political business cycle dummy. Test of significance of each lag also indicated that lags 
three and four were not significant. Test for model reduction from lag four to three was 
not statistically significant." Consequently, we selected lag three as the most appropriate 
lag length. The significance tests for the variables and lags are presented in the Appendix, 
tables A2 and A3. 

Thus the Johansen cointegration test was undertaken for the monetary sector VAR 
with lag three. Variables that entered the substantive VAR were money, price, income 
and interest rates. Other variables were deterministic in nature and these entered in an 
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unrestricted manner. These were the impulse response dummies, for 1967.3. 1971.4. 
1978.2 and 1983.2. Also included w ere centred seasonal dummies. The cointegration 
test indicated the existence of two cointegrating v ectors and the results are presented 
below. How ever, an examination of the beta vectors seems to show that none of them 
resembles a money demand function w hen the signs of the variables are considered. We 
therefore normalized the beta vectors with money and realized that one of the vectors 
was like a demand for money funct ion. The standardized eigenvalues of the non-
normalized and normalized (i.e., with money) are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5: Monetary sector: Johansen eigenvalues and associated test statistics 

Rank (n = k) Eigenvalue 

w 
Trace test Maximum eigenvalue test 

( K J 

0 78.88** 39.05** 
1 0.2265 39.83* 29.06* 
2 0.17403 10.77 9.92 
3 0.02240 3.44 3.44 

Note: Estimations from PCGive 10. 

The second column of Table 5 outlines the estimated eigenvalues. The first two values 
are noticeably larger than zero, signifying the existence of two cointegrating vectors in 
the monetary system. The existence of two cointegrating vectors in the system is further 
underscored by the trace and maximum eigenvalue test statistics, respectively, which 
rejects the null hypothesis of no cointegrating vector at the 99% level of significance. 

The results of the unrestricted four-variable VAR (3) are shown in Table 6. Standardized 
eigenvalues are presented for the p and « matrixes, which represent long-run elasticities 
and their associated alpha coefficients accounting for short-run adjustment in the system. 
The signs of the various variables in the vectors do not conform exactly to the demand 
for money function represented in Equation l even though columns 1, 2 and 3 seem to 
have only one sign right, with wrong signs for the other variables in the money demand 
function. When the beta vectors were normalized on money, however, one vector was 
clearly identified to be associated with the money demand function as given in Equation 
1. We present the two sets of VARs in tables 6 and 7. 

Following the results of the normalization with money, the demand for money in 
Ghana over the study period may be written as: 

m-p-y + 1.3274i (4) 

The money demand function above therefore represents the long-run demand for 
money in Ghana. The role of treasury bill rates in the money demand function underscores 
the potential of interest rates in the conduct of monetary policy in Ghana. 
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altering the statistical properties of the test statistics of the cointegrating vector (Ericsson, 
1998). The literature suggests that the distribution of the test statistics will be dependent 
on all other variables that prove not to be weakly exogenous. The system must therefore 
be estimated as a whole so as to enable one to make inferences about the cointegrating 
vector. 

We found all but output to be weakly exogenous. Table 10 shows the p-values of the 
test statistic for testing whether money, output and interest rate were weakly exogenous. 
The implication is that money, price and interest rates will adjust over time to restore 
the long-run equilibrium following external shocks that lead to deviation of the system 
from its long-run equilibrium. It can therefore be argued that in a simultaneous equation 
representation of the system, error correction terms should be introduced in the equations 
for money, price and interest rates but not real income. 

Table 10: Monetary sector: Tests for weak exogeneity 

Variable r ( 2) p-vaiue for the test statistic 

m 14.191 0.008 
y 3.63 0.163 
p 11.17 0.004 
i 6.67 0.035 

Similarly, the hypothesis of weak exogeneity was tested for the variables that entered 
the external sector VAR; the results are as presented in Table 11. In the external sector 
equation, weak exogenous hypotheses concerning foreign price and exchange rate were 
rejected. 

Table 11: External sector: Tests for weak exogeneity 

Variable Z2( 2) p-value for the test statistic 

e 3.999 0.135 
P 16.624 0.002 
q 5.137 0.076 
tot 12.73 0.002 

Single error correction model for inflation 

Our development of a single error correction model for inflation in Ghana unfolds in 
the following manner. A general model is first estimated from which an empirically 

parsimonious model is derived. In the process the number of lags is reduced and 
insignificant explanatory variables dropped from the model. The reduction is undertaken 
using F-test and other information criteria such as the Schwartz criterion (SC). 

The general model was estimated with four lags of each of the variables in first 
differences and the two error correction terms, EC1 = [m - p - y + 1.3274i] and 
EC2 = //' -<•-</ = 57tot], Other variables that entered the short-run dynamic model 
were a constant, centred seasonal dummies, a dummy for political business cycles and 
four impulse dummies. Following earlier studies, output and the terms of trade variables 
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autoregressive heteroscedasticity (ARCH test). The model can be said to have been 
well specified since the assumption that the model was well specified was not rejected 
(RESET test). However, the assumption about normally distributed errors could not be 
accepted. Generally, it can be argued that the residuals appear to be well behaved. 
Exclusion tests undertaken for the variables that were dropped in the parsimonious short-
run model indicated F-statistics that were not significant. 

Relative importance of inflation determinants 
The relative importance of the various determinants of inflation identified in the model 
was assessed using the beta coefficients. The beta coefficients are generated by using 
the size of a given regression coefficient, K, multiplied by the ratio of the standard 
deviations of K and the dependent variable (see Ndulu and Ndung'u, 1997). The 
estimations indicate that inflation inertia was the most important determinant of inflation 
in the country. The beta coefficients were as follows: lagged inflation, 0.30; treasury 
bill rates, 0.22; money supply growth, 0.18; exchange rate changes, 0.08; and external 
sector disequilibrium, 0.05. The unexplained portion of the importance weighting exercise 
was 0.17. 



4. Conclusions 
he primary concern of the study w a s to model inflation • 1 1 Ghana over the period 
1960 to 2003. The paper traced t h e country's inflation1 a r y experience drawing 
on selected stylized facts from t h e immediate post i n d e p e n d e n c e period through 

the years of reform up to 2003. Persis tent inflation spells d u r i n g the study period were 
identified using an approach developed b y Dornbusch and F i s h e r (1993). An attempt 
was also made to assess the likely role of pol i t ical business c y c l e s in determining inflation 
in the country. The empirical componen t o f the study used t h e Johansen cointegration 
test in ascertaining the presence or o t h e r w i s e of the existence o f long-run relationships 
among the variables that constitute the m o n e t a r y and external s e c t o r s . An error correction 
model representation of the two co in teg ra t ing vectors e n c o m p a s s i n g the monetary and 
external sectors of the economy was e s t i m a t e d to help explain inflation in Ghana. 

Even though we initially wanted t o look at the effects o f petroleum prices in 
determining inflation, the paucity of d a t a on domestic e x - p u m p price of petroleum 
products covering the study period p r e v e n t e d the inc lus ion of the variable in the 
investigations. Aggregate food price s h o c k (defined as the d i f f e r e n c e between food 
price inflation and CPI inflation) was a lso dropped from the a n a l y s i s because the statistical 
properties of the series were not good e n o u g h to enter the e s t i m a t i o n process. These 
challenges can be seen as weaknesses that c a n be addressed in f u t Lire attempts at modelling 
inflation in Ghana. It is important t o indicate, however, t h a t various constraints 
notwithstanding certain indicative l e s s o n s can be drawn f r o m the study. The result of 
the study is consistent with the work o f B a w u m i a and A t t a - M e n s a h (2003), who argue 
that inflation in Ghana is a monetary p h e n o m e n o n . 

First, the findings identify e x c h a n g e rate, foreign p r i c e s and terms of trade as 
determinants of prices in the long run. T h e adjustment of i n f l a t i o n to disequilibrium in 
the external sector is slow with just a b o u t 4 % of the disequi l ibr i um corrected in a given 
quarter. Like Durevall and Ndung'u ( 1 9 9 9 ) , we failed to f ind evidence suggesting the 
influence of excess money supply on i n f l a t i on , as the error c o r r e c t i o n term from the 
monetary sector did not enter the error c o r r e c t i o n model s ign i f icant ly . Money may have 
affected prices indirectly through other var iables , but this is a n issue that our study did 
not explore. 

In the short run, inflation inertia, m o n e y growth, changes i n treasury bill rates and 
the exchange rate were found to be i m p o r t a n t in determining t h e level of inflation. The 
effects of the four variables conformed t o our a priori assumpti o n s . Whilst the effect of 
foreign price was not significant in the s h o r t run, its impact i s transmitted through the 
error correction mechanism from the e x t e r n a l sector. Inflation j nertia was the dominant 
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determinant of inflation in the short run, followed by growth in money and changes in the 
treasury bill rates and the exchange rate. Inflation inertia is captured in the single equation 
error correction models as the coefficient of lagged inflation (see Killick and Mwega, 
1989). 

The study affirms the usefulness of the treasury bill rate as a nominal anchor for 
inflation management, even though the effectiveness of the instrument appears to have 
been compromised by the high inflation expectations in the economy. The high inflation 
inertia identified by the study may have come about as a result of the scepticism harboured 
by households and producers about the central bank's capacity to maintain price stability. 
Agenor (2004) identifies the independence of the central bank as a prerequisite in 
forestalling high inflation expectations. Therefore, it is important that efforts be made 
to inspire confidence among households and firms in the central bank's renewed 
commitment and ability to ensure price stability. In order to achieve this goal the 
independence of the central bank must be guaranteed. Fortunately, certain new laws that 
safeguard the bank's independence have recently been promulgated. These laws provide 
for the establishment of a Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) that has since been put in 
place. It is essential that the MPC move swiftly to drive down inflation expectations. It 
is believed that when inflation inertia is considerably reduced, the full benefits of using 
interest rates as nominal anchor may be realized. 

Although exchange rate was used as one of the nominal anchors in the pre-reform 
period, its present role in inflation determination, particularly in the short run, does not 
appear to be prominent according to the results of this study - more so since its importance 
weighting (i.e., beta coefficient) appears quite low compared with inflation inertia, money 
growth and treasury bill rate changes. Nonetheless, the variable cannot be completely 
overlooked in managing inflation. Foreign prices and terms of trade are factors that 
monetary authorities have no control over, hence their role in inflation performance 
ought to be seen in terms of shocks that need to be managed. 



Notes 
1. The North Carolina Summit. 1995. 

2. This was the first stabilization programme that the country ever undertook. 

3. Many of the public farm complexes started by the previous administration were privatized. 
Work on other industrial complexes being undertaken with support from Nkrumah's socialist 
friends in Eastern Europe and Russia was stopped abruptly. 

4. The National Redemption Council later became Supreme Military Council (SMC). 

5. The accelerated growth phase of the economic reform pursued in Ghana targeted an inflation 
rate of 5% by the year 2000; the reality has proved the target a mirage (Hutchful, 2(X)2: 57). 

6. In February 2001, following the elections of the year 2000, the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 
administration increased the prices of petroleum by over 90% after the previous National 
Democratic Party (NDC) administration failed to adjust prices because of the elections. In 
2004, despite the high world oil prices that crossed the US$50/barrel mark, the NPP 
government maintained the low price and ended up subsidizing petroleum products to the 
tune of US$200 million, i.e., 2.5% of GDP. 

7. Before the elections in 1996 the government set afoot a huge public-works programme, 
padding contracts to pay off important interest groups {The Economist, 2002). 

8. It is reported that prior to the 2000 elections the ruling government actually handed out 
fistfuls of cash to voters to woo them at a time when gold and cocoa, the major foreign 
exchange earners for the country, had plummeted in prices (The Economist, 2002). 

9. The impulse dummies used were the following: devaluations of 1967.3,1971.4and 1978.2 
and the austere budget presented in 1983.2 that involved a huge devaluation, among other 
policy regimes. 

10. The study considered only the elections following the new democratic dispensation in 
Ghana that was ushered in by the 4th Republic Constitution prior to the elections of 1992. 

11. We dropped lag four and left lag three because an attempt to drop lag three resulted in the 
cointegration test indicating more than four cointegrating vectors, thus making identification 
difficult. 
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Appendix: Results of unit root and other 
tests 

Table A1: Unit root test for data series 

Series Levels t-statistics Order of integration 
first differences 

P 1.64 -5.38 1(1) 
y -0.02 -16.22 K1) 
m 1.59 -10.40 1(1) 
e 1.04 -5.38 1(1) 
i -1 .29 -7.30 1(1) 
p p s -11.82 1(1) 
fps -12.9 l(0) 
q -2.32 -3.39 1(0) 
p-e-q -2.68 

Notes: Variables are in logs and the sample period span 1960.2—2003.4. The asymptotic critical values for 
the f i s are -2.878 for 5% and -3.469 for 1%. 
Source: Author's computations using PCGive 10 (Hendry and Doornik, 2001). 

Table A2: Tests of significance of each variable: Monetary sector VAR 

Variable F-Test Value [Prob] 

m F(16, 394) 41.15 [0.00] 
P F(16, 394) 96.95 [0.00] 
y F(16, 394) 47.34 [0.00] 
i F(16, 394) 14.92 [0.00] 
D1 F(20,428) 2.79 [0.00] 
D2 F(20,428) 2.55 [0.00] 
D3 F(20,428) 4.78 [0.00] 
D4 F(20,428) 27.74 [0.00] 
Constant F(4,129) 3.46 [0.01] 
Cseasonal F(12,346) 11.49 [0.00] 

Note: Computations from PCGive 10. 
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— s e c t o r VAR Variable c Variable 

Full model 
Lag 4-4 
Lag 4-3 
Lag 4-2 
Lag 4-1 

F-Test 

F(32,477) 
F(64,507) 
F(96,513) 

F(128.515) 

Value [Prob.] AIC 

Note: Computations from PCGive 10. AIC 

0.884 
1.403 
6.964 

443.340 

[0.652] 
[0.640] 
[0.000] 
[0.000] 

Akaike information criterion and SC 

-8.8857 
-9.0454 
9.1024 

-6.6992 
8.3618 

3 3 

SC 

-5.9578 
-6.7300 
-7.3540 
-5.5280 
8.9470 

: Schwartz criterion. 
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